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HE year since the last East African Notes were written has seen 
the second ascent of the North-east Pillar of Nelion, the con
struction of a new hut, the continued exploration of the northern 

side of Mount Kenya, and the eruption of a Tanzanian volcano. 
In August, 1966, M. Harris and R. D. Metcalfe repeated the North

east pillar of N elion with one bivouac. They found the difficulties much 
as described in the guide-book, but are of the opinion that the artificial 
pitches should be graded no higher than At. For future parties they 
record that only about six pegs (mainly channels), and two wedges 
(to replace those in the 50 ft. crack), need to be taken. The re·st are 
in place. 

The same party, with R. J. H. Chambers, has since made new routes 
on Point Peter (15,6os ft.) and continued the exploration of the northern 
side of N elion, near what might be called the outside edge of the East 
Face. 

The hut at Hall Tarns, mentioned in the last notes, was formally 
christened by a large M.C.K. meet in August last year. It has been 
named Minto's hut in honour of John Nuttal, who designed and built 
it, with the assistance of a party of Kenya Air Force trainees on adven
ture training leave. Sixteen people slept in the hut on the opening 
night, but about half that number, with all their gear, would make a 
comfortable party for normal use. The hut itself lays no claim to 
beauty, but it is discretely sited . by a cluster of little lakes, close to 
the 1 ooo ft. cliff at the head of the spectacular Gorges valley. 

The M.C.K. huts on Mount Kenya have suffered at the hands of 
vandals during the year. Fires have been lit on the wooden floors, using 
pages torn from the log books and wood from the structure as fuel. 
Doors have been broken, and bunk canvasses, food and equipment 
stolen. Sadly, this seems to be a trend throughout the mountain world. 

Shortly after the last notes were written the Tanzanian volcano 01 
Doinyo Lengai began the longest eruption so far recorded. A party 
climbed the mountain and went down into the crater during the 1966 
August Bank Holiday, and reported increased activity in the numerous 
vents, \vith several geyser-like eruptions of thick black mud. Not many 
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0L DOINYO LENGAI: VIEW' I NTO THE CRATER FROM THE SUMMIT, MID-A UGUST, 

1966. 
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0L DOINYO LENGAI: THE CRATER FLOOR, EARLY A UGUST, 1966. THE CONES ARE 
ABOUT 50 FT. HIGH, AND THE BLACK FLOW ON THE RIGHT IS LESS THAN TWENTY-FOUR 

HOURS OLD. 
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days later the pilot of a passing aircraft reported a column of smoke 
rising to 25,ooo ft. From mid-August until October very few weekends 
passed without parties visiting the mountain and making the laborious 
ascent of the slippery ash-covered ridges. The usual route is up the 
southern slopes to the rim of an old crater, and then round the rim to 
the summit which directly overlooks the active crater. Luckily the 
prevailing wind is southerly, and at least most of the time carries the 
smoke away from the climber. This is just as well, as the smoke is actu
ally a fine ash blown out under great pressure, and although no burning 
appears to take place and the ash is not hot, the fall-out is very un
pleasant. The ash descends as a black, foul-smelling rain, which dries 
into a white crust. The whole area is covered with this greasy white 
crust, several feet thick in places. An ice-axe is most u~eful in the 
steeper parts, leaving behind a line of unnatural black steps in a white 
wilderness. 

The huge pillar of 'smoke' seems to provide an earth to all the clouds 
in the neighbour hood, and lightning is constantly flashing up and 
down the column. The charged atmosphere is very unnerving, and 
only the sight of a klipspringer standing on the rim above us persuaded 
my party that it was not inviting disaster to go on. 

The crater that had been about soo ft. deep an<:! about a quarter 
of a mile across is now full almost to the rim. A funnel-shaped vent, 
from which the ash is belching, is quite close to the summit, and the 
view down into this maw, and the noise, and the sight of great boulders 
being flung into the air make up the most awe-inspiring spectacle I have 
ever witnessed. 

' . 

As the ash has accumulated, the climb has become steadily more 
laborious and difficult; nevertheless some people have made repeated 
ascents. One party has made the climb ten or eleven times, mostly 
since the present eruption started. At the time of writing (August, 
I 967) the eruption is continuing, with lengthening quiet periods 
between violent bursts of activity. 

The Directorate of Overseas Surveys has recently published the 
I /so,ooo scale maps of this interesting area, which lies in the Great 
Rift Valley at the northern end of the Tanzania Crater Highlands. The 
best known feature of the area is Ngorongoro, one of the largest 
calderas in the world. The contours on these sheets look as if a map
reading instructor has set out to illustrate every conceivable hill feature 
in the smallest possible area. A neighbouring map, on sheetlines 
beyond the usual quarter degree square, covers Mount Meru, the 
14,978 ft. extinct volcano with a dramatic breached crater that towers 
over Arusha town. 

One would not be so rash as to suggest that Africa is being tamed, 
but it is certainly being mapped. 
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